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High Power Vintage Military Rifle Match

20 November 2021
Match Report

It was a good morning to shoot, cold but no wind to speak of. Attendance was low again but
not a record setting low. Those of us who were there had a good time. Mostly.

M1 Garands were the preferred rifle today and all but one competitor shot with them. One
lone M1 Carbine was the fifth weapon. This match was a good warm up for the annual Frozen
Chosin match coming up in January.

The competition was a lot hotter than the weather with Jake once again ruling the roost
with a fine 284-6x to take Match Winner honors with his Modified M1. Mark shot the high As
Issued rifle score with a 276-7x.

This was the last high power rifle match of the year. We will be running basically the
same program next year starting with a VMR in March. The NRA Approved High Power Rifle and
High Power Sporting Rifle matches will be fired again giving new shooters a chance to earn a
NRA HP rifle classification. This program is also a chance for shooters already classified
(or so they may think) to get a match shot and on the books at NRA headquarters. If you go
over three years without competing you lose your classification and have to start over. By
the way, none of these HP matches requires more than 55 rounds of ammo making them a bargain
in that expensive area. We also have loaner shooting mats and spotting scopes available if
you do not own those valuable accessories.

My thanks as usual to the faithful who do show up at these matches and especially to Mark
Swierczek who’s participation makes it possible for me to shoot these matches.

Dick Chadwick, Match Director

Official Results Bulletin

Name         Rifle/Cal.   Prone    Prone Standing Aggregate      Place/Category
Slow Rapid

As Issued Rifles

Swierczek, M.    M1 Garand    95-2x     93-3x    88-2x      276-7x      1st As Issued
.30-06

Chadwick, R.     M1 Carbine    82-1x     80-1x 56-0x      218-2x       Senior
.30 Carbine

Zeigler, D.      M1 Garand    77-1x     73-0x    39-0x      189-1x
.30-06

Modified Rifles

Swierczek, J.    M1 Garand    100-5x    93-0x    91-1x      284-6x       Match Winner
.308

Black, J.        M1 Garand    93-1x 95-0x 91-3x 279-4x
.30-06



100 points possible each stage, 300-30x points possible Aggregate.


